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Be careful: before any intervention you must disconnect the compressor from
its power supply and release the pressure from the tank of your compressor.
Do not install ISPEAK sensors directly on the compressor.

A. Installation

 to 3/4 of its height according to the thread
diameter of the sensor, once in place
The sensor must have an angle of 45°
towards the bottom of the bottle.

phase or neutral of the compressor supply
cable. If necessary, use the 220 volts

compressed air line. If necessary, use one of
the many optional adaptations provided.

fasteners. Take care, the box must remain readable by the user.

   
The ISPEAK box must remain plugged in all times. Do not switch it off when the compressor is
not in service.

Turn on compressor, check operation of assembly  and absence of air leak on pressure sensor.

1 Drill the condensate collection bottle

2 Install the amperemetric clamp on the

adapter supplied as an option .

3 Install the pressure sensor on the 

4 Fix  the ISPEAK box on a metal part by magnetism or directly on a wall by screw/rawlplug

5 Connect the ISPEAK box to the sensors with the RJ 45 cable provided in the kit.

6 Connect the USB power socket to a 220 Volts / USB 1A adapter.

For all informations about ISPEAK, please contact us :
EUROPEAN DENTAL IMPORT 14, Avenue du 1er Mai 91120 PALAISEAU
Tél : 0160108565   email : european@dentalimport.fr



B. First commissioning

When you turn on, you get home screen, ISPEAK offers you a quick menu that allows you

validate using the push button.

 ISPEAK system is ready to effectively supervise your compressor

C. WORKING

 ISPEAK system is completely independent, it does not require any intervention ( except alarms)
to operate and monitor your compressor. It records a large amount of informations and return it to
you if necessary.

- When the compressor is not working, the screen displays alternately 

-Pressure in bars
- Temperature in degrees Celsius
- Humidity
- The hour meter
- An alarm if the bottle is disconnected.

- When the compressor is running, the screen remains on the pressure display,on a red background
if pressure is too low, on a green backround if it’s within range specified by  compressor 
manufacturer.

of the ISPEAK unit, the compressor and the dealer

is lower than defined by the the compressor manufacturer.

                      PRESSURE CALIBRATION / CLEAR MEMORIES / EXIT

SELECT:  PRESSURE CALIBRATION by pressing  push button
Then follow the instructions on screen : Inflate compressor to stable 6 bars and

CLEAR MEMORIES allows you to return to the factory settings.  

IMPORTANT: To return to this menu, disconnect and then reconnect  ISPEAK power supply.

1 Scrolling text containing all the informations

2 Name of the displayed value

3 Value and unit’s measure

4 Indication of air network leaks ( if available )

5 Maximum value and number of overshoots

The indication 4 will be checked each time the ISPEAK system is in standby mode and the pressure



- At any time, a long press on the push button switches to the technicien screen
to display all the informations.

   with indications of the last cycle time.

To return to the alternating screens, briefly press the push button
or wait for a time defined in the system.

If there are only 200 hours of operation left before the next maintenance,
an additional screen will offer you to validate the maintenance if it has been done.

disconnected from it’s power source.

disconnected from its power source, they will therefore be restored when it is put back into service

D. Alarms

All visual alarms are accompanied by an alternating audible signal.

in any case it will not be able to stop the compressor in the event of a dysfunction.

- Brief alarms that do not require any action on the box.

                         on the pressure screen, will be increased by 1. Call the technical service.

                        ventilate in order to lower the ambient temperature.

                         increase of the humidity of the room.

The maximum values remain visible in the technician screen and in the scrolling screens.
They are reset if the box is disconnected from its power source.

- Alarms requiring action on the box.

it will be necessary to empty the bottle and brieffly press the push button. The 

1 Direct and maximum network pressure
2 Direct and maximum temperature
3 Direct and maximum humidity
4 Operates : if the compressor is working.
   Last cycle: if the compressor is stopped

5 Time of the longest operating cycle
6 Total compressor counter
7 Hours remaining until the next maintenance
8 Number of bottle and filter alarms
9 Indications of air leaks from the air network.

The values : maximum, last cycle and cyclemax will reset to zero if the box is 

The value : Network loss is calculated each time the compressor is taken out of service
The values : Meter, maintenance in bottle and filter are recorded even if the box is

IMPORTANT : The ISPEAK unit has no possibility of intervening on the operation of the compressor, 

     - Pressure : If the pressure is higher than the defined normal, in this case the alarm counter

     - Temperature : If the room temperature exceeds 40° Celsius, in this case,  the room must be     

     - Humidity : If the humidity of the room exceeds 70 %, in this case it will be necessary to find the

- BOTTLE ALARM: when the bottle is full, an alarm is displayed. To cancel this alarm, 

« bottle » counter on the technician screen will be increased by 1



If the operator forgets to connect the level sensor during handling to cancel the alarm, a specific
screen indicating to connect the level sensor will be displayed and accompanied by an audible
signal.This screen will remain active alternately with the scrolling screens as long as the level
sensor is not connected.

are clogged or at most every thousand hours, an alarm will be displayed. The operator should 
contact his dealer who will service the compressor and cancel the alarm which will increase
the filter counter on the technician’s screen by 1.
The user can still stop the sound signal by pressing the push button.
This audible alarm will be active again, if the compressor runs for one hour longer
    

 

The purpose of the ISPEAK system is to monitor your compressor and its environment, the alarms
are mostly reminders of the action you need to take to ensure optimal operation of the compressor,
but it will also alert you if a serious anomaly is detected.
The values provided by the ISPEAK system can in no case be taken for reference. Only the
compressor values are technically authentic.

The ISPEAK system was developed by technicians to help you better maintain your compressor,
because a well maintained machine is a guarantee of its longevity.

We thank you for your confidence.

Made in France by the company
European Dental Import

Electrical and electronic items, as well as batteries should not be thrown away
with household waste, but collected separately for recovery and recycling.
We are committed to reducing the ecological impact of our products.
You can return this product to us for recycling.

- Maintenance alarm : After 200 hours of operation, if the ISPEAK system detects that the filters 

         1 Alarm type

         2 Name of the dealer

         3 Dealer’s phone number

         4 Référence of the maintenance kit

14, Avenue du 1er Mai 
91120 PALAISEAU tél : 0160108565 email : european@dentalimport.fr

For more informations, please visit our website : europeandentalimport.fr


